Abstract From citation rates for over 85,000 articles published between 1950 and 2004 in 56 psychology journals, we identified a total of 500 behavioral cognitive psychology articles that ranked in the top 0.6 % in each half-decade, in terms of their mean citations per year using the Web of Science. Thirty nine of these articles were produced by 78 authors who authored three or more of them, and more than half were published by only five journals. The mean number of cites per year and the total number of citations necessary for an article to achieve various percentile rankings are reported for each journal. The mean number of citations necessary for an article published within each half-decade to rank at any given percentile has steadily increased from 1950 to 2004. Of the articles that we surveyed, 11 % had zero total citations, and 35 % received fewer than four total citations. Citations for post-1994 articles ranking in the 50th-75th and 90th-95th percentiles have generally continued to grow across each of their 3-year postpublication bins. For pre-1995 articles ranking in the 50th-75th and 90th-95th percentiles, citations peaked in the 4-to 6-or 7-to 9-year postpublication bins and decreased linearly thereafter, until asymptoting. In contrast, for the top-500 articles, (a) for pre-1980 articles, citations grew and peaked 10-18-year postpublication bins, and after a slight decrease began to linearly increase again; (b) for post-1979 articles, citations have continually increased across years in a nearly linear fashion. We also report changes in topics covered by the top-cited articles over the decades.
Introduction
The number of citations that academic articles receive has become a well-accepted, objective measure for evaluating the impact (and likely the quality) of journals (Garfield, 1972) , researchers, departments, programs, or institutions (Nosek et al., 2010; Rushton, 1984) . A very high citation rate for a published article indicates that the research it reports has had a major impact in guiding the research reported in other articles in that field. Hence, an academic institution or research unit that has published many highly cited articles is thought to provide an environment in which important, high-impact research can be conducted, making that institution a more desirable location for other scientists or prospective students looking to advance their careers. For a journal, highly cited articles directly affect the journal's impact factor, which can influence journal submissions, because researchers strive to publish their articles in the most prestigious, and hence widely read, journals. As for individual researchers, total citation counts are correlated with eminence in one's field, as measured by their ability to predict future Nobel laureates (Garfield & WelljamsDorof, 1992 ) and attainment of other scientific awards (Myers, 1970) . Moreover, the citation rate for each of an individual researcher's articles is a key component in determining that researcher's Hirsch index (h-index), which is the number of that researcher's published articles that have received at least h citations each (Hirsch, 2005) . (For example, an h-index of 5 indicates that the researcher has five articles, each of which has accrued at least five citations.) Despite the limitations of the h-index (see Krampen, Becker, Wahner, & Montada, 2007) , at academic institutions emphasizing research, it is currently one of the most widely used measures (along with grant dollars received) for determining whether a candidate should be hired, tenured, or promoted, because it is a composite measure of both quantitative research output (i.e., the number of articles one has produced) and the impact that those articles have had on guiding the research of others.
Another way that citations can be used is to determine which individual publications have had a major impact on guiding the research of others in that research area. For cognitive psychology, White (1983) identified 50 prominent publications (journal articles and books) indexed in the 1979-1982 volumes of the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) that (a) had averaged more than 20 citations per year in the 1971-1982 SSCI and had at least five citations per year in any one of the eight major journals he surveyed. Although White provided a reasonably good reference for prominent cognitive psychology publications at that time, it was necessarily quite limited in its scope, due to citation counts not yet being available in electronic databases. In a follow-up to White's study, Standing (2009) examined citation trends across the years for 26 of the 50 publications that White identified. Standing found that citations increased for the first 5 years after an article's publication, but then monotonically declined, a trend that he noted was also evident in the physical sciences (de Solla Price, 1986 ). However, one should be cautious in accepting Standing's conclusion. Because his small sample size included both textbooks and journal articles, it may be that the inverted-U trend holds true only for textbooks or only for journal articles. Also, he counted citations only from , and as we show here (see Table 1 below), 14 journals that publish a large number of articles on cognitive psychology started in 1990 or later. The greater opportunity for citations in these new journals could have offset the downturn that Standing reported.
Using an electronic database that allows for a much more thorough and comprehensive analysis of a much larger sample of articles and journals, the present study updates and extends the work of White (1983) and Standing (2009) . We focused on journals that mostly publish articles relevant to behavioral measures of cognition in brain-intact humans older than 5 years of age and with no diagnosis of a psychological disorder. (For brevity's sake, we will hereafter use the shorthand term "cognitive" articles in referring to articles that meet these criteria.) In particular, our goals were to identify (1) the mean number of cites per year that such articles receive; 1 (2) the mean and total number of citations such articles need in order to achieve various percentile rankings relative to all surveyed published articles 2 in (a) all years or (b) the same half-decade; (3) the citation trends across 3-year postpublication bins; and (4) 500 (an arbitrarily chosen number) very highly cited "cognitive" articles that were published between 1950 and 2004. We then did a more detailed analysis of these top-500 articles, including reporting (a) the journals in which they were published, (b) the distribution of the number of researchers who were authors on three or more top-500 articles, (c) how changes in citation patterns for the top-500 articles compare to those for lesser-cited articles, and (d) how the research areas represented by the top-500 articles have changed across the years.
Our top-500 list is based on mean citations per year rather than on total citations, so as not to give an unfair advantage to older articles that would have had additional years to accumulate citations. However, ranking an article on the basis of mean citations per year without taking its year of publication into account has its limitations. Because the number of journals (and of articles published) increased rather dramatically in the late 1960s (see Table 2 below) and has steadily increased since then, more recently published articles would have many more opportunities to be cited in the peak years closely following their publication and to have less time to drop off in later years (if the temporal trend reported by Standing, 2009 , holds for our much larger sample). This would give more recent articles an unfair advantage in achieving higher mean citations per year, thereby resulting in their being overrepresented in our top-500 list. To address this concern, we used a year-of-publication cohort analysis that segregated articles into one of 11 five-year bins, with articles in the first bin having 1950-1954 publication dates, and the last bin having 2000-2004 publication dates. We stopped at 2004 so that all articles would have citations from at least two 3-year postpublication bins.
Method

Procedure
From the psychology and language categories of the 2008 volume of Journal Citation Reports, we selected as potential candidates for inclusion in our sample all journals that we 1 Although one might question whether the median is a more suitable measure than the mean, we used the mean because it is much more closely tied to the number of total citations, which is used to compute both a researcher'sh-index and a journal's impact factor. Nonetheless, for some of the analyses that we report, we consider both means and medians. 2 Total citations can be informative because an article that has had a moderate number of citations over a long period of time can also be considered to have had a significant impact. ) 1950-1955, 1957-1959, 1966-1968, 1974-2004 -1987, 1991-1994, 1996, 2000-2004 believed publish a substantial number of peer-reviewed "cognitive" articles. Because it would not be feasible to sort through thousands of articles to determine whether each article met our criteria for being included in our top-500 list, we excluded journals (e.g., International Journal of Psychology) for which fewer than 40 % (an arbitrary number selected by the present authors) of their total articles are "cognitive" articles. (For journals that we were uncertain met the 40 % criteria, we reviewed the content of all of the articles published in two or three randomly selected issues that were published at least 3 years apart.) We also excluded journals that primarily publish articles that (a) employ neuroimaging or electrophysiology techniques to obtain their data (e.g., Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience), (b) are not written in English (e.g., Psicologica), or (c) were not subject to even nominal peer review (e.g., Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society). Two journals, Journal of Research in Reading and Thinking & Reasoning, that met the above criteria were nonetheless excluded because the electronic version of the Web of Science (WoS) that we had available only included 2 years of data from each of these journals. Although fewer than 40 % of the articles published in some journals that publish review articles on psychological research (e.g., Psychological Bulletin and Annual Review of Psychology) are "cognitive" articles, these journals were included because many of the integrative reviews they publish have had a significant impact in the field of cognitive psychology. The 56 journals making our final list are provided in Table 1. (As indicated there, the data from renamed journals were combined-e.g., the data for the Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior were combined with the data for the Journal of Memory and Language.) We used the electronic 4.10 version of WoS, which includes the Science Citation Index and SSCI, to search for articles and calculate the number of citations that they received in each year since their publication. WoS is a tool well regarded by researchers, particularly social scientists, because of its comprehensiveness. As of 2011, the database consisted of 2,474 social sciences journals across 50 disciplines (Thomson Reuters, n.d.-c). The citations for each article are from all journals and book chapters indexed by WoS, though citations coming from chapters are infrequent, because the data from chapters are very limited. Although the Scopus and Google Scholar databases also provide citation counts for an article, they are less well suited to our study than is WoS. Scopus includes references only back to 1996, and Google Scholar does not separate by year the number of citations that an article has received, making the task of obtaining the data necessary for evaluating the changes in citation rates over years extremely difficult to extract. (However, it should also be noted that Google Scholar is more comprehensive than WoS, in that it includes more publications, especially books and chapters, as well as The curiously low mean cites per year needed to achieve the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles are due to this journal publishing many commentaries, which are rarely cited, to a target article. Because WoS identifies commentaries as articles, these were included in our database as citations from nonacademic sources such as newspapers and websites.) Separate searches were conducted for each of the journals to find all articles (not just "cognitive" articles) published in that journal between 1950 and 2004. For some journals, WoS did not have a complete record of all of their issues. (We address this gap in the Discussion section.) In our WoS search, each journal search was refined by restricting the results to "Articles" and "Review" using the "Document Types" filter. The "Create Citation Report" feature was used to obtain the total number of citations each article received in each year from its publication through 2008, and the data were then exported, the maximum-permitted 500 articles at a time, into Microsoft Excel for further processing. Because this search resulted in a rather large number of duplicate entries in the database, the "Remove Duplicates" feature provided in Microsoft Excel was used. An entry was classified as a duplicate if another article had the same (a) title and (b) author(s) and was published in the same (c) journal and (d) year. Table 1 shows the exact years for which we were able to retrieve data for each of the 56 journals from WoS. As is shown there, our database contained a total of 85,995 articles before we culled the top-cited articles to identify those that met our criteria for inclusion as a "cognitive" article. Table 1 also shows the mean numbers of citations per year 3 that an article (noncognitive as well as "cognitive") 4 would need in order to achieve a percentile ranking of 25, 50, 75, 85, 90, 95, or 99 in each journal. (It is important to note that the citation counts come from all journals covered by WoS, not just the 56 journals shown in Table 1 .) The penultimate column gives the number of citations received per year by the most highly cited "cognitive" article in each journal across all of its covered years of publication. (For some of the journals, the most highly cited article was not a "cognitive" article.) The last three rows of Table 1 give the percentile data in median and mean cites per year and total cites, respectively, when the data across all journals are considered as having come from a single source.
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Results
As is shown in Table 1 , the number of cites per year that an article receives is highly variable across journals. An article published in Trends in Cognitive Sciences received an average of 6.79 citations per year, whereas an article published in Journal of General Psychology received an average of only 0.19 citations per year. An article only needed to average less than half a citation per year to achieve a percentile ranking of 50 % across all journals. This finding is consistent with Harzing's (2010) conclusion that "The average article in the social sciences and humanities is cited less than once a year" (p. 6). (The Harzing data are based on citation counts from Google Scholar rather than WoS.) The variability across journals in the mean cites per year that an article would need to achieve a percentile ranking of 50 % within each journal is much less than that needed to achieve the percentile ranking of 99 %. When the data are aggregated across all journals, the mean number of citations per year that an article would need to achieve a specific percentile ranking increases gradually up to the 95th percentile. However, in order for an article to achieve a percentile ranking of 99 %, it needs approximately ten more citations per year than (or almost thrice as many citations as) an article at the 95th percentile. In contrast, an article at the 90th percentile needs only two additional citations per year in order to achieve a percentile ranking of 95 %. 5 This indicates an extreme positive skew in the frequency distribution of mean cites per year.
Examination of the total citation data reveals that 11 % of all surveyed articles received zero citations, and 35 % received four or fewer total citations. Thus, a large number of articles are rarely cited. As noted earlier, total citations influence the h-index, a commonly used measure of a researcher's productivity and impact. Our data also show the difficulty of achieving an h-index of 26, which means that one would need to have published 26 articles with 26 or more total citations, ranking them in the top 25 % of all of our surveyed articles.
To examine how mean citations per year have changed as a function of an article's publication date, we segregated all 85,995 articles into one of 11 five-year bins, with articles in the first bin having 1950-1954 publication dates, and the last bin having 2000-2004 publication dates. For each of these "era" bins, Table 2 displays the data corresponding to the data provided for each journal in Table 1 . The mean number of citations per year as a function of era shows a clear, positive linear trend (with the mean citations per year of an article published in the 1950-1954 and 2000-2004 eras being 0.58 and 2.60, respectively). This is not surprising, as the numbers of journals and articles (second column of Table 2 ) have dramatically increased over the years, thereby providing many additional opportunities for articles to be cited in more recent years. This supports the need to evaluate mean cites per year by eras. In Table 2 's third column, the number of top-ranked articles to be included in each bin was adjusted for the number of total articles in that bin relative to the total number of articles across all years in the database. This adjustment was made to ensure that the bottom-ranked of the top-cited articles within all bins would have the same percentile rank within their respective bins. ( The two values in the last column of Table 2 are the mean numbers of citations of the lowest-and highest-ranked top-500 "cognitive" articles in that bin.) For example, in the 1950-1954 bin there are 1,500 articles, representing 1.7 % of the 85,995 total articles in the database. Hence, the nine most-cited behavioral cognitive articles (1.7 % of 500) are reported for the 1950-1954 cohort, with these nine articles ranking in the top 0.6 % (i.e., 9/1,500) for that cohort. For the 1970-1974 cohort, 52 articles are reported (i.e., [8,870/85,995 ] × 500), with these 52 articles ranking in the top 0.6 % (i.e., 52/8,870) for that cohort.
To obtain our final top-500 list, after sorting the articles within each era bin in descending order of mean citations per year, we started at the top and carefully examined each article and removed those that did not meet our inclusion criteria for "cognitive" articles. 6 In addition, we excluded articles that published stimulus norms (e.g., Battig & Montague, 1969) , tutorials for software (e.g., Pelli, 1997) , general statistical articles (e.g., Clark, 1973; Ratcliff, 1979) , or computer modeling articles (almost all of which were published in Cognitive Science) that focused on creating computer models and evaluating what they could do, but in which human performance was not considered or was mentioned only in passing (e.g., Gentner, 1983 ). The articles in each era bin were culled until we reached the number needed in that bin so as to obtain our top-500 list. The resulting 500 articles across all bins are reported in Appendix A. The data are presented in ascending order of era bins and in descending order within each bin, based on mean cites per year.
In our top-500 list, 27 of the 56 journals (48 %) had zero articles or only one article represented (see the last column of Table 1 ), representing only 1.2 % of the top-500 articles. In contrast, 54.6 % (273) of our top-500 articles were published in only five journals: Psychological Review, Cognitive Psychology, Journal of Memory and Language (which includes the Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior), Psychological Bulletin, and Journal of Experimental Psychology: General. In terms of the absolute number of articles making our top 500, Psychological Review ranked number one, with 134 articles, representing 7.89 % of the total articles published in the journal between 1950 and 2004. Because this is 26.8 % of our top-500 list and is much, much higher than the 1.98 % of the total articles that it published within the database we created, this makes Psychological Review by far the most overrepresented journal in our top-500 list. The journal with the second highest percentage of its articles making our top-500 list was Cognitive Psychology, at 5.93 %, which is much higher than the 0.74 % of the total articles in our database that it published between 1970 (its first year of publication) and 2004. Clearly, the most highly cited articles are overrepresented in only a few journals.
The three rows of panels in Fig. 1 show the mean citations per year that articles published in a specific era received as a function of the number of years after their publication. Because articles with percentile ranks below 50 % showed a floor effect, Figs. 1a-b, c-d, and 1e-1f display the mean citations per year for articles having rankings in (a-b) the 50th-75th percentiles and (c-d) the 90th-95th percentiles of all articles (including noncognitive articles), as well as for (e-f) our top-500 "cognitive" articles, which had a percentile ranking ≥99.4 %. For the two panels within each row, the left panel shows the data for each of the six 5-year eras spanning , and the right panel shows the data for each of the five 5-year eras spanning 1980-2004. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , citations for post-1994 articles ranking in the 50th-75th and 90th-95th percentiles have generally continued to grow across each of their 3-year postpublication bins. This is likely because they have not been published long enough to reach their peaks. (The one exception to this general pattern is the 1995-1999 bin for articles ranking in the 50th to 75th percentiles, for which citations peaked in the 7-to 9-year postpublication bin and have remained constant thereafter.) However, for pre-1995 articles ranking in the 50th-75th and 90th-95th percentiles, citations generally peaked around 4-6 and 7-9 years after an article's publication, respectively, at which point citations thereafter decreased linearly until reaching an asymptote. In contrast, for the top-500 articles, the pre-1980 articles' citations increased up to a peak occurring from 10-18 years postpublication, then dropped slightly for a few years, and then started to increase again up to the present, whereas for post-1979 articles, citations have linearly increased up to the present. The pre-1980 top-500 pattern is likely due to a postpeak downturn having been offset by the greater citation opportunities from the rapidly increasing number of publications during their postpeak years, and the post-1979 pattern is likely also due to this changing environment, as well as to the fact that they may not have been published long enough to reach their peaks.
A reviewer questioned whether the large upturn in cites per year for the most recent years among the articles published in the 1950-1954 and 1955-1959 eras might be due to the pronounced positive skew in citations and to our having used mean citations per year. To address this question, all data points in Fig. 1 were recomputed using the medians rather than the means contributing to those values. That is, after obtaining the mean of the 3-year citation rates for each of the N articles in each bin, we examined the medians of those N means rather than the means of those N means (which are the data displayed in Fig. 1 ). The large upturn for the articles published in the 1950-1954 and 1955-1959 eras were significantly reduced when the medians were used, showing that the upturn observed for each of these two eras was produced by only a few articles that received very high citation rates in recent years. However, this difference between the mean versus the median data only occurred in the two aforementioned eras, likely because the data from those eras were based on many fewer articles than were the data for the other eras. (See Table 2 .) For all of the other panels, the overall values for the means and medians were very similar. Another trend of interest for the top-500 articles is that, for post-1974 articles, the number of citations per year in their first three postpublication years increased dramatically, to more than ten citations per year, as compared to articles from all previous eras, which averaged about five citations per year.
A comparison of our data with White's (1983) data reveals that 18 of the 24 journal articles identified by White met our criteria for being a "cognitive" article. All 18 of these ranked in the top 36 of the 173 of our top-500 articles that were published between 1956 and 1978, the years covered by White. These 18 articles received 44.7 cites per year in 1979-1982 (the years analyzed by White) and 43 cites per year in 1983-2008. The mean cites per year for the remaining 155 articles from the same cohort in our top-500 list were 12.99 and 15.91 cites per year, respectively. Clearly, despite the limitations of White's procedures, which were imposed by practical considerations, the articles that he identified were indeed among the most highly cited articles published in the years that he covered, and they exhibited a "staying power" comparable to that of the other 155 articles that our more extensive search procedures captured.
Our data are contrary to Standing's (2009) data, which showed that mean citation rates for very prominent 1971-1976 cognitive psychology articles peaked 5-8 years following publication and then showed a gradual decrease up to 22 years postpublication. For the 59 articles from 1971 to 1976 on our top-500 list, no downturn in citations was indicated. Indeed, the highest number of mean citations (21.66) occurred in the 22nd postpublication year, and for the years beyond that, the mean citation rate of 25.68 in the 32th postpublication year was highest of all. A similar conclusion applies for the citation patterns of all the top-500 articles, not just those published between 1971 and 1976. However, as is shown in Fig. 1 , Standing's conclusion regarding an inverted-U-shaped citation function does generally hold for pre-1995 articles that rank between the 90th and 95th percentiles. The one exception was the 1950-1954 articles, of which with the exception of the first post-publication bin in Fig. 1 , which had relatively constant citations across the earliest years before their citations began to decline, a pattern also observed for pre-1995 articles ranking in the 50th-75th percentiles (the exception being the 1950-1954 articles, which showed Standing's inverted-U function). Table 3 provides the distributions of the numbers of top-500 articles authored or coauthored by the 78 researchers with three or more top-500 articles, as well as the numbers of articles on which they were (a) the sole author, (b) the first author, or (c) a "junior" author. The 78 researchers represented in Table 3 had a total of 67 articles on which they were the sole author, and another 127 articles on which they were the first author. Thus, only 11 % of all of the authors of top-500 articles (i.e., 78 of 695) were primarily responsible for 39 % (194/500) of those articles. Clearly, the field of cognitive psychology is being guided to a large degree by a small number of researchers.
To examine possible changes across years in the research areas that were being emphasized, we categorized the general research topic(s) covered in each of our top-500 articles and then aggregated them into five eras: (1) ). We will first consider four general categories: memory (including sensory memory, short-term memory, and episodic and semantic long-term memory), language (including reading and speech perception), attention/ perception, and thinking (which includes decision making, reasoning, and problem solving). 7 The percentages of top-500 articles on thinking and memory have remained relatively constant across eras; articles on language have shown an inverted-U function, peaking in the 1980s; and articles on attention/perception remained constant through the 1980s, but then showed substantial increases in the 1990s and 2000s.
As for research subcategories, the percentages of articles on information theory and psychophysics were appreciable in the 1950s and 1960s, but since then have been negligible. The percentages of top-500 articles on imagery and implicit longterm memory were noticeably higher in the 1980s than in the other eras. The same general statement applies to semanticpriming, categorization, and decision-making articles, but with the 1980s-1990s being "high" points, and with the percentages of articles on categorization, implicit long-term memory, and decision making being higher than those for semantic priming and imagery. The percentage of top-500 articles on false memory was relatively high in the 1990s but negligible in other eras. Also of note is that no articles on embodied cognition or task switching appeared until the 1990s, when they made a substantial jump, and then a much bigger jump in the 2000s. Finally, the topic of short-term memory has shown an interesting evolution: The percentage of top-500 articles related to this topic was quite high from 1950 to 1970, then showed a precipitous drop in the 1980s, as predicted by Crowder (1982) , but then showed a dramatic increase in the 1990s, and another dramatic increase in the 2000s. However, the nature of the post-1980s short-term memory research (which is called "working memory research") represented in the top-500 list is quite different from that of the pre-1980s research. The post-1980s research focuses on how individual differences in short-term memory span measured under conditions of distraction (the so-called "operations span task") are related to attentional control. The pre-1980s research mostly (but not exclusively) focused on the variables that affect memory span per se or on recency effects in immediate free-recall tests. The post-1980s increase in top-500 articles focusing on individual differences in working memory and attentional control has also occurred in language research. Finally, we note that research pertaining to aging peaked in the 1990s in the memory, language, and perception categories.
One potential caveat in interpreting the aforementioned changes in the representation of certain research areas across N is the number of authors having the various numbers of top-500 WoS articles. The procedure for our supplemental search is found in Appendix B. a The Journal category includes technical reports (n 0 3) and articles that we missed from the journals that we surveyed (n 0 5); all other articles are from journals that we did not survey or from years that were missing in WoS. b Includes popular books (i.e., nonacademic books), of which there were very few. 7 Because we had great difficulty assigning some topics to one of these four general categories (e.g., imagery, embodied cognition, categorization, and motor skills, to name a few topics), we will not present detailed quantitative analyses, but rather will only speak in qualitative generalities and describe only those differences that were most salient to us. All statements regarding the topics covered in the various bins take into account the differing numbers of articles on our list from those bins. the years is that these changes are based on our top-500 list, and not on all published articles. However, if an article on research topic X is being cited enough to make our top-500 list, this necessarily means that a large number of articles related to that topic are being published. Hence, we are confident that the conclusions that we have drawn accurately reflect the trends in the published literature at large.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this study is by far the most comprehensive citation analysis reported on the citation rates for psychology articles in any topic area. The data that we provide can be used in a variety of ways. Administrative officials and faculty committees that do not include cognitive psychologists but are making hiring decisions or tenure and promotion decisions for cognitive psychologists can use the percentile ranks for mean citations per year and total citations per article to assess more objectively and accurately the impact of the research of the candidates whom they are considering. Both researchers and nonresearchers (e.g., journalists) can also use this information to determine objectively the percentile ranking of an article that is receiving a certain number of citations per year. Specifically, people who read an article published in one of the 56 psychology journals listed in Table 1 that receives more than five citations per year will know that this article ranks somewhere between the 90th and 95th percentiles of all articles published in those journals. Thus, the research that such an article reports has been deemed to be important by the scientific community at large and has been viewed as being credible by other researchers in the field.
Our top-500 list can also perhaps serve as a valuable reference for a novice instructor teaching an advanced cognitive psychology course, or perhaps for a more experienced instructor in a history of psychology course. Young researchers and graduate students can also benefit from these data by using them to help determine previous and current fruitful research areas, thereby allowing young researchers to make informed decisions as to whether they want to resurrect an old but popular research area or follow the current zeitgeist.
Do citations measure quality?
Does a high number of citations for an article actually indicate that it is of high quality? One might argue that the opposite could be true in a few cases: a poorly executed study might be repeatedly cited as an example of what not to do. While this is plausible, we and others (Roediger, 2006; Rushton, 1984) believe that this is highly improbable. Although an initial brief flurry of articles may critique an article that has reported a controversial phenomenon that is in fact a procedural artifact, once it has been established that the phenomenon was indeed based on flawed procedures, citations of the article reporting it would cease. Some empirical evidence also supports this belief. As cited in a report by the London School of Economics Public Policy Group (2011) that is titled Maximizing the Impacts of Your Research: A Handbook for Social Scientists, the Impact of Social Sciences Project reviewed 10,400 citations in social sciences articles and reported that only 10 of those citations were attributed to an article expressing negative commentary. These arguments notwithstanding, with respect to the quality issue, it must be acknowledged that citations directly measure only impact and are merely an indirect measure of research quality.
Although we believe that highly cited articles are indeed of high quality, this does not mean that modestly cited articles are of low quality. Flawlessly and even cleverly designed experiments that yield clean and decisive data may be only modestly cited, due to their being in a somewhat narrow research area that is being investigated by a small number of researchers. Alternatively, a seminal article that was highly cited for a decade or so after its publication may no longer be cited because it has been superseded by a more recent article that extends the seminal research or by a review article that integrates the seminal article's findings with more recent literature. In this case, the seminal article will not be cited, even though it is still having an indirect impact on research. Hence, although the total number of citations generally denotes the quality of the article, when an article is not well cited this does not necessarily imply that it is of low quality. However, for articles that have not been superseded by more recent articles, a low citation rate does indicate that the article is not having a major impact on the field in general. As always, defining the appropriate "cohort" is important. One needs to distinguish, for instance, whether a particular 1992 article on psychophysics is having a general impact (in which case the appropriate comparison group is all "cognitive" psychology articles, and the impact, as measured by citations, would be small, because psychophysics is a small field post-1990) or an important impact on psychophysics research (in which case, its citation rate should be compared to those of other psychophysics articles published around the same time).
Caveats in interpreting journal impact factors A journal's immediate impact factor is provided in the Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports and is calculated by dividing the total number of current year citations the source items published in that journal during the previous two years by the number of articles that were published in that journal during the previous two years (Thomson Reuters, n.d.-a). Although a journal's immediate impact factor is often taken as a measure of its quality and importance to the field, our data raise two caveats regarding the interpretation of this measure. Specifically we focus on how the proliferation of journals and articles across years and how a very few highly influential articles published in a journal (i.e., a positive skew) can affect a journal's immediate impact factor.
As is shown in Althouse, West, Bergstrom, and Bergstrom (2009) that the annual growth rate of psychology journals from 1995 to 2004 was 3.3 %. Another factor contributing to the increasing mean citations per year is the increasing length of the reference lists of articles over time (Adair & Vohra, 2003) . Thus, to determine whether an increase in a journal's immediate impact factor for year Y relative to year X is due to factors other than a proliferation of new journals, one needs to focus on the magnitude of this increase relative to other similar journals in the discipline. We believe that the best way to do this is to compute that journal's z score within the distribution of immediate impact factors for all of the journals in its cohort for year X and for year Y, and then to compare these two z scores.
Our finding that there is a strong positive skew in citation data serves as another caveat for interpreting a journal's immediate impact factor. Because a journal's immediate impact factor is based on the mean of a small number of journal articles published in the previous 2 years, it can be affected to a large degree by a few highly cited articles that happened to be published in the previous 2 years. As is shown in Table 1 , some journals have published a few articles that are cited much more than most of the other articles in those journals. This would inflate a journal's immediate impact factor. For example, using our data, American Psychologist's 2002 impact factor was 4.50, and its 2004 impact factor was 3.10. This finding is intriguing, considering that most journals' impact factors should increase, not decrease, over time (see Althouse et al., 2009) (See the 2005 editorial "Not-So-Deep Impact" for a similar analysis applied to Nature.) The instability of immediate impact factors has led the Journal Citation Report to supplement the traditional 2-year impact factor with a 5-year impact factor, which ameliorates but does not eliminate the problem.
A recent article by Hegarty and Walton (2012) examined nine factors that predict an article's citation count. Of the nine factors, the number of references in an article was the strongest predictor, β 0 .25; the second strongest predictor was the year in which the article was published, β 0 .23, which is congruent with the present results showing that more recent articles receive more cites per year. Both of these predictors were better predictors of citation counts than was a journal's impact factor, β 0 .15. However, it should be noted that although the authors sampled a journal from each of the subdisciplines of psychology defined by the Web of Knowledge, they based their citation counts on the PsycINFO database, 8 and sampled a limited number of articles (1,147) in a limited number of years (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) from a limited number of journals (nine).
Limitations of the present approach
An obvious and important limitation of the present data is that we excluded journals and articles that employed neuroimaging and electrophysiological techniques. With the refinement of and increased availability of these methods in the past decade, it is likely that the number of such articles will increase even more dramatically over the next decade. Given that the immediate impact factors of neuroscience journals are considerably higher than those of journals that publish behavioral "cognitive" articles, the inclusion of cognitive psychology articles that use imaging and electrophysiological measures to assess the impact of "cognitive" articles, as defined here, would be misguided in the same way that including articles from all areas of cognitive psychology to assess the impact of articles within the subdiscipline of psychophysics would be misguided. Thus, we leave it to future research to use our methods for identifying the highest-impact cognitive neuroscience articles. A comparison of the citation rates and of their temporal patterns for behavioral cognitive research and cognitive neuroscience research would also be of considerable interest.
Although our analysis of "cognitive" articles is comprehensive, it is not entirely complete. We likely failed to find some "cognitive" journal articles that should be in our top-500 list because, as noted earlier, we were unable to obtain the complete record of some of the journals that we included in our sample (see Table 1 ). In such instances, we supplemented our WoS search using the Journal Impact analysis component of Harzing's Publish or Perish software (2007; HPOP), version 3.4.4351 (which accesses data from Google Scholar), to search for articles in those missing years that might have qualified for entry into our top-500 list. We also used HPOP data for the aforementioned excluded journals, Journal of Research in Reading and Thinking & Reasoning. To take into account the fact that citation counts in Google Scholar are almost always greater than those obtained in WoS (and often by a considerable number; see the supplemental materials for Nosek et al., 2010), we only considered an article listed in Appendix B to have qualified for our "top-500" list if it received a mean citationsper-year value that was 20 % higher than that of the lowestcited article in its era, shown in the last column of Table 2 . (Hereafter, we will present "top-500" in quotes, as in the previous sentence, when it refers to all articles in both our original top-500 list and the supplemental articles listed in Appendix B.) Appendix B lists these 13 missed articles, which represent 2.6 % of the 500 articles on our original list that were missed because of our incomplete WoS version.
Another reason why we likely missed highly cited "cognitive" articles is that we did not include high-impact journals, such as Science and Nature, that only rarely publish articles relevant to "cognitive" articles. For example, an article published in Science by Shepard and Metzler (1971) , on mental rotation, and another in Nature by Luck and Vogel (1997) , on visual working memory, have 65 and 37 mean citations per year, respectively, and would have made our top-500 list. Although a number of other Science and Nature articles likely would have also made our list, we did not include them because, at present, WoS does not categorize articles into subcategories. Because Science and Nature have each published more than 49,000 articles between 1950 and 2004, and most of these articles tend to be very highly cited, to create our original top-500 list it would have been impractical for us to manually cull and remove all of these irrelevant, more highly cited articles so as to find the relevant "cognitive" articles.
Another potential limitation of our method is that we did not include books or chapters in our database. Although one can access citations to some chapters or books in WoS, this can only be done by entering the names of individual authors. Clearly, it would be impractical to do this for the thousands of cognitive psychologists who published between 1950 and 2004. However, we do note that a book, Neisser's (1967) Cognitive Psychology, which arguably launched the field of behavioral cognitive psychology as it exists today, has received a mean of 131 citations per year in HPOP. Because it was impractical to include books, chapters, and journals that only infrequently publish "cognitive" articles, we supplemented our top-500 list by conducting the practically possible individual searches for each of the 78 authors in our Table 3 (i.e., researchers who authored three or more top-500 articles) using HPOP to identify articles, books, and book chapters that they had published that would have made it into our top-500 list had they been included. Once again, we used the "20 %-greater" criterion described earlier. The right side of Table 3 displays the relevant data. We found that the top 78 authors produced a total of 181 highly cited journal articles, books, and chapters that were missed by our WoS search, with 50 of these being journal articles. The 50 articles came from a total of 28 different journals, with Science accounting for the highest proportion (18 %), and the American Economic Review and Quarterly Journal of Economics tying for the second-highest proportion (8 %). Thus, the WoS search missed 13.4 % (i.e., 50/[50 + 323]) of the highly cited journal articles by these 78 authors. The three top authors, who produced 9.9 % (i.e., 32 of 323) of the top-500 articles from our WoS search procedures, accounted for 46 % (i.e., 23 of 50) of all of the additional highly cited journal articles that we identified in our supplemental search. It is also noteworthy that, whereas the WoS search missed 41 % (i.e., 23 of [32 + 23]) of these three authors' very highly cited journal articles, it only missed from 6.1 % to 9.8 % of the highly cited journal articles in the remaining five frequency categories in rows 2-6 of Table 3 . This suggests that the most highly eminent cognitive psychologists publish a high percentage of their highly cited articles in journals other than mainstream cognitive psychology journals. Other notable features of the data provided by the supplemental HPOP search for the top 78 most highly cited authors were as follows. (1) Of their 500 total publications that qualify as among the most highly cited (i.e., have mean citation rates in the top 0.6 % of the most highly cited articles identified in our original WoS search), 74 % were journal articles, 12 % were books, and 14 % were book chapters. (2) Under the reasonable assumption that considerably fewer than 12 % of cognitive psychologists' publications are books, this indicates that books garner many more citations than do journal articles. It is also interesting that these data seem to suggest that book chapters, which many believe have much less impact on average than do journal articles, are not underrepresented in these authors' highly cited works. (This is under the assumption that no more than 12 % of these authors' total publications are book chapters.) (3) As one moves from the top row of Table 3 (authors with 9-12 top-500 articles) to the bottom row (authors with three top-500 articles), there is a monotonic decrease in the percentage of their total highly cited works that are journal articles (from 82 % down to 69 %).
9 (4) For the 12 authors with 6-12 top-500 journal articles in the WoS search, 17 % of the highly cited works that are not journal articles are books, and the other 83 % are book chapters, whereas for the 66 authors with 3-5 top-500 journal articles in the WoS search, 54 % are books and 46 % are book chapters. This could be due to the high visibility of the 12 top authors leading to their being more likely to be invited to contribute chapters in edited volumes published by high prestige publishing houses.
The last column of Table 3 provides the average h-index for the authors who make up each category. Each author's hindex, which included books and chapters as well as journal articles, was obtained using HPOP after imposing the restriction of considering only articles published before 2005. (This restriction was used so as to be consistent with our evaluating only articles published before 2005.) The average h-index for all 78 authors was 53, and the median was 50. It is important to keep in mind that these 78 authors can be considered to be the crème de la crème of prominent cognitive psychologists, and thus that their h-indices are expected to be much higher than those of other quite prominent researchers in the field. Authors with more top-500 papers generally had higher h-indices, with the exception of authors with six top-500 articles, whose h-indices were lower than those in the categories above and below them. Also, the data in the top four categories should be interpreted with caution because of their small sample sizes. At the individual-author level, there was a positive correlation between an author's h-index and the total number of the articles that the author had on the "top-500" list, r(76) 0 .590, p < .001. (As is indicated in Table 3 , the range in the number of top-cited articles was 3-12; the range in the 78 h-indices was 19-128. Our speculation is that had the correlation been based on researchers having three or more articles in the top 10 % of most-cited articles, the correlation would have been considerably higher.)
One could argue that the fact that we did not exclude selfcitations would inflate the number of "true" citations that an article had received. While this would undoubtedly substantially affect the articles with only a few citations (most of which might be from one of the authors of the article being cited), it should have a very small effect for articles making our "top-500" list. In a related vein, Endler (1977) reported that the correlation between total citations and the total citations excluding self-citations for faculty members across 35 psychology departments was a remarkable .994. With respect to selfcitations in journals (i.e., an article published in a journal citing another article from the same journal), Thomson Reuters (n.d.-b) sampled 5,876 journals across different disciplines and reported "a very weak negative correlation between Impact Factor and self-citation (R 2 0 0.0368)." These data indicate that the inclusion of self-citations in our study does not invalidate it. (See Wilhite & Fong, 2012 , for a recent controversy regarding journal self-citations and coercive citation practices.)
Another caveat pertains to evaluating a researcher's rather than a journal's impact. Our list of the 78 researchers having three or more articles on our "top-500" list represents (positively) deviant outliers based on an arbitrary cutoff, and hence likely misses a number of researchers who may have published a large number of articles ranking in the 95th-99.4th percentiles. However, if one wants to determine if a specific researcher who did not author one of our "top-500" articles is nevertheless having a major impact by publishing a large number of papers ranking in the top 5%, that researcher's name can be used in an Author Impact analysis using the HPOP program (Harzing, 2007) , which provides the mean cites per year received by each of that author's articles (including books and chapters). These values can then be compared to the values in Table 2 to determine how many of that person's articles rank in the top 5 %, although one must take into account the fact that HPOP citation counts are often considerably higher than WoS citation counts. Unlike WoS, which only provides a researcher's h-index, HPOP also provides other measures of impact, such as the e-and g-indices (Egghe, 2006; Zhang, 2009 ). These measures distinguish researchers who may have produced a few very highly cited articles from those who have produced a larger number of more moderately cited articles, an aspect of a researcher's citation profile that is missed by the h-index. In this regard, we note that Nosek et al. (2010) created a database in which one can compare his or her h-and e-indices to those of 611 faculty members from various social-personality psychology Ph.D. programs who received their Ph.D.s at the same time as the person doing the query. We hope that an analogous database will be created for the subarea of cognitive psychology.
Future research
Although we have identified over 500 "cognitive" psychology articles that rank in the top 1 % of the most highly cited articles published between 1950 and 2004 in 56 journals, we have not performed the analyses necessary to determine which factors are predictive of an article achieving this elite level of citation counts. As noted earlier, an analysis (though quite limited in scope) of the factors predictive of citation counts for journal articles has recently been reported by Hegarty and Walton (2012) for articles taken from various subdisciplines in psychology. What would be of interest would be a larger-scope survey that could determine whether the factors that affect citation counts differ for the different subdisciplines. A brief list of questions that might be considered would include the age and sex of the first author; whether the research was based on a dissertation (see Roediger, 2004) ; the number of authors, article length, and number of references; the content of the article's title or abstract; the academic "genealogy" of the authors; and the natures of the institutions at which research was conducted. Also of interest would be whether the citation rates for the top 1 % of the most highly cited articles could be predicted from regression equations based on the citation rates for articles ranking 95 % or below, or whether, because of the strong positive skew of the citation distribution, these top 1 % are somehow qualitatively different.
Conclusion
Although not all of our findings may generalize to other areas of psychology, or even to other subdisciplines in cognitive psychology (e.g., articles that focus on the neural bases of cognition), we believe that a number of our conclusions are applicable to other areas of psychology. For example, our data showing that half of all of the articles that we sampled received less than half a citation per year are congruent with the conclusion reached by Harzing (2010) , who sampled articles in the social sciences and humanities. But even if the present results do not generalize to other areas of psychology (which would be interesting), we believe that they provide a considerable amount of useful, interesting, and objective information regarding (a) the most-cited "cognitive" psychology journal articles, (b) the changes that have occurred in the research areas of the articles that are very highly cited, and (c) the percentile ranking that an article achieves relative to other articles published in the same era based on its mean citations per year. We thus hope that our study will encourage other researchers to conduct similar studies in their areas or disciplines, so as to assess the generalizability of the results that we have reported here.
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Appendix A
The 500 articles with the highest mean citations per year, arranged in ascending order by eras, and within each era in descending order of mean cites per year 
